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Some observations in the off-site
thoughts of the word evolution.

Suggested is talk on some phrase
of mid-20th century.

Not technical or scientific talk.

As to practice O. Observavism
forced upon me in a relatively
brevity of the peculiar spirit
of one of the leading Mish
and our certain investigational
law affairs of the village have recently
occupied public attention.

As a prepare li there obseravism
island perhaps define west?

Mean where I speaking use
mid-20th century.

Therein lies surprise in all
admit 100% of natural fluid

I admit that it may be a good study

The mud in its primitive purity

Purify, purify, purify

The final product

The product market

Manufacture, manufacture, manufacture.

The final product

The final product

The final product
Sewers familiar to all
the best - may produce
cheaper than by stored
predicted - handling one of the facts in independently
the fact of producing
manufacturing
This is intelligent - good
a decided enterprising indication that is at all concerned
get their share of the
results.
But - their role - their universal
wide - any different - bird - firm
connect our know
will be made by many at the
practically they think - to buy
myself to be not - of course.
a nut-made by economics
and industrial sense of
might and power thrown
a large power in America
but it could never become
a monopoly. Our present-
stuff are first-class and
the name unless they are
practical monopolies. That-

is control 70% in mines of

entire outfit - dictate and

y production 2 manufacturer.

As not will to steal limits
prices. Trust - Their monopoly

Nie in kinds far from
and combinative only or mainly
sharing the benefits to pursue further welfare yields of consumption. None will favor by attending to their corporeal circumstances which it cannot prevent.

How does it obtain its monopolistic power? Step pretty clean.

Energy + diligence in utilizing the spindle-factory in am.

irritating. But in addition to their story employ a whole
galley of what I can seem to
be illegible.

\[ \text{unreadable text}\]

\[ \text{family is us all} \]
3) paucely
competent

3) performance by Mr. J. R. Paul

2) cannot believe a小姐
make decisions for which

1) could not believe in my return.